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dodecahedron to that of the icosahedron, 'because the perpendicular from the centre of the sphere to the pentagon of the dodecahedron and to the triangle of the icosahedron is the same'. Hypsicles says also that Aristaeus, in a work entitled Comparison of the five figures, proved that ' the same circle circumscribes both the pentagon of the dodecahedron and the triangle of the icosahedron inscribed in the same sphere'; whether this Aristaeus is the same as the Aristaeus of the Solid Loci, the elder contemporary of Euclid, we do not know. The proposition of Aristaeus is proved by Hypsicles as Proposition 2 of his book. The following is a summary of the results obtained by Hypsicles. In a lemma at the end he proves that, if two straight lines be cut in extreme and mean ratio, the segments of both are in one and the same ratio; the ratio is in fact 2:(\/5 — 1). If then any straight line AB be divided at G in extreme and mean ratio, AC being the greater segment, Hypsicles proves that, if we have a cube, a dodecahedron and an icosahedron all inscribed in the same sphere, then :
(Prop. 7) (side of cube) : (side of icosahedron)
(Prop. 6) (surface of dodecahedron) : (surface of icosahedron) = (side of cube) : (side of icosahedron) ;
(Prop. 8) (content of dodecahedron) : (content of icosahedron) = (surface of dodecahedron) : (surface of icosahedron) ;
and consequently
(content of dodecahedron) : (content of icosahedron)
The second of the two supplementary Books (' Book XV ') is also concerned with the regular solids, but is much inferior to the first. The exposition leaves much to be desired, being in some places obscure, in others actually inaccurate. The Book is in three parts unequal in length. The first * shows how to inscribe certain of the regular solids in certain others,
1 Heiberg's Euclid, vol. v, pp. 40-8.

